Veri Justique Scientia Vindex – Knowledge is the defender of Truth and Justice – motto of Saint Vincent College and the guiding motivation for our Cybersecurity program.

At Saint Vincent, Cybersecurity combines a technically rigorous skill set with a liberal arts foundation while instilling the values of our Catholic Heritage and Benedictine Tradition. Housed in the CIS Department of the Boyer School of Natural Science, Mathematics and Computing; the BS degree in Cybersecurity includes courses that highlight knowledge areas of Computer Science and Cyber-specific fundamentals. All of our courses are based on a project oriented curriculum allowing students to gain experience alongside theoretical foundations.

The liberal arts core at Saint Vincent supports the mission of our Cybersecurity program and the institution to “promote the love of values inherent in the liberal approach to life and learning.” Benedictine colleges are grounded in centuries of Catholic teaching but remain open and hospitable to other intellectual traditions. As charged by Pope John Paul II in Ex Corde Ecclesiae we “search for truth wherever analysis and evidence leads.”

All of these factors and more together create an environment unique in forming students prepared to tackle the cybersecurity challenges facing the world today – with technical skills, social consciousness, and a moral and ethical compass firmly directing them to fulfill a calling to serve their community and the common good. Go Bearcats!